
Society Activity Report 2018-19

Mathematics Society

-Workshops, Lectures, and symposiums:

Rubik’s Cube workshop
In the odd semester, Rubik’s Cube workshop was organized by the society on 29th and 30th
August. It was the first event of the society in the year 2018-19 and was open to students
from Stephen’s College only. It was a workshop wherein the participants were taught how to
solve a Rubik’s Cube using a simple algorithm over a course of two days.



SB Mathur Lecture series
SB Mathur Lecture series is a lecture series coordinated by the society. It was held on the
23rd and 24th of October. The two day lecture series saw Mr. A. Satyanarayaana deliver a
lecture on “Applications of Linear Algebra in Graph Theory” and Dr. Subhendu Ghosh
speaking on the topic,” Computer, Brain and Mind”.



Informative Session by Prof. Shobha Bagai
The society hosted another informative and interesting speaker session on 31st January
2019 by Prof. Shobha Bagai on Problem Based learning in Mathematics at undergraduate
level.





Symposium
The Department of Mathematics together with Mathematics society held a two-day
state-level workshop on "Number Theory and Cryptography" on 27th and 28th March 2019.
Eminent mathematicians from prominent institutions like ISI, IIT, DRDO, and IISER lectured
undergraduate students on topics related to the field of Number Theory and Cryptography.

The following professor delivered lectures at the Workshop:

1. Dr. Geetha Venkataraman (Professor, School of Liberal Studies, Ambedkar University)
2. Dr. Amitabha Tripathi (Professor, Department of Mathematics, IIT Delhi)
3. Dr. SK Pal (Defence Research and Development Organisation)
4. Dr. Kapil Hari Paranjape (Professor, IISER Mohali)
5. Dr.Indivar Gupta (Defence Research and Development Organisation)

The lectures will be aimed at systematically exposing the students to various areas of
Number Theory and Cryptography. The topics covered in the two days Workshop are as
follows:
1) Number Theoretic Cryptography in Quantum Era
2) Public Key Cryptography
3) Number Theory in Cryptography
4) Computer Algebra System used in Number Theory



-Competitions:

Treasure Hunt
Our most awaited event, Treasure Hunt was put together on 26th September. It is a fun
event requiring students to use their logical abilities to solve puzzles and mathematical
riddles and reach their desired destinations. It was larger than every event ever organized by
the society. It saw a turnout of over 400 students from all over Delhi University.

Griphomania
Griphomania, a new event started by the society last year was conducted on 3rd October
again this year. It is a puzzle solving event that challenges the brain cells of all the
participants. It was a team event like almost every other event organized by the society and
saw a better turnout than last year.



Guesstimate
The society held another thrilling and exciting competition, Guesstimate, on 12th October. It
is a competition based on the concept of guesstimates and making calculated guesses with
logic behind them.



Integration
The annual flagship event of the Mathematics Society, Integration 19 was held on 19th and
20th of February. It saw multiple events and competitions take place in college premises
simultaneously. Some of the events that took place during the annual event were- Inaugral
talk, Treasure Hunt, Mathopolis, Arithmancy, Griphomania, Pictionary and Mathematical
Tambola.







-Other events:

Professor Nagpaul Fellowship
The Professor Nagpaul Fellowship started in the month of September. It is a collaboration
between a group of students and a teacher where they work together to produce a research
paper on a topic in Mathematics. The fellowship started four years ago and is one of the
most prestigious fellowships in college. Over the years, it has nurtured budding researchers
in the college. St. Stephen’s College is well known for undergraduate research and the
Professor Nagpaul Fellowship aims at providing the students with just that.





MathSoc Open
MathSoc Open 2019, an official World Cubing Association cubing event was organized by
the society on 9th & 10th February. We witnessed an amazing turnout of over 150
participants. It is a really interesting two-day event of speed solving of puzzles where we saw
World Records being made by participants of a varied age group. This event is one of the
best platforms for students to showcase their talents and polish their hobby of speedcubing.




